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264Text Correspondence 

To the Mayor, City Council and Planning Department, I am in favor
of approval of the EIR and Building the New A's Stadium and
surrounding site improvements on Howard Terminal with the
following stipulations of approval. 1. The Stadium to meet all safety
guidelines to moving the local population and visiting public
population safely across the railroad tracks to the waterfront area.
The current EIR recommends safety mitigation procedures but
only extends from the ballpark to the Broadway access to the
waterfront. This needs to extend to the Webster, Franklin and Oak
street crossings. Paid for by the City of Oakland or the Developer of
Howard Terminal. 2. The additional housing, of�ce , entertainment
and retail buildings proposed to the site needs to have limitations
so the designs do not get out of proportion to the Architectural
concepts. So that a cascade of buildings enhance the site. This can
be achieved by limiting proportional height uses that will achieve
these goals. Low and mid rise buildings should be integrated with
limitations. 10% of site not to exceed 30 stories or 350 feet in Height
10% of site not to exceed 25 stories or 275 feet in height 20% of site
not to exceed 16 stories or 200 feet in height 20% of site not to
exceed 12 stories or 150 feet in height 30% of site not to exceed 10
stories or 120 feet in height 10% of site not to exceed 8 stories or 100
feet in height. 3. Low income housing should be included on this
site not to exceed 7% of residential studios, 1 and 2 Bedroom units
on the lower �oors and developers choice of location. Additional 7%
of housing to be placed in a fund for off site low income
development. 4. Approval of Gondola on Washington to be
privately funded and operated the City can contribute but should
not run this project so that success can be achieved. 5. The city of
Oakland with the additional tax base raised in the Jack London
District increase all Police, Fire, Public Safety and Street Cleaning.
The Local and Visiting population to the this area need to feel safe
and protected from all negative aspects that can occur with the
increase of public attendance. Thank you Michael Carilli
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